Review of The Adventures of Gillion de
Morrison is a specialist of Flemish manuscript illuminaPon, Stahuljak of medieval French romance literature. In focusing equally on the textual and visual programmes of the manuscript, the authors weave together a complicated narraPve that explores topics such as the northern European view of the East, courtly literary tradiPons, and arPsPc patronage.
In the introducPon, Morrison and Stahuljak stress the primacy of the object to their study, and this dictates much of the volume's structure, which starts with a discussion of the manuscript's textual and visual elements, and is followed by scholarly interpretaPon provided by each author in individual essays. The first part of the volume acts as an introducPon to the Gillion are given to van Latham and those of the Dülmen version to his workshop, the la9er predates the former and there is enough consistency between the two to suggest that the Dülmen manuscript served as a model of sorts for Gruuthuse's. The place of the manuscript within Gruuthuse's immense library is also considered. This discussion complements Stahuljak's argument that the commission was a reacPon to both Gruuthuse's place within the Burgundian court and the crusade preparaPons that were taking place there, as while this was the only text of an Eastern subject ma9er commissioned by him, it was parPcularly reflecPve of his needs at that Pme.
The volume was published following the Ge9y's acquisiPon of the manuscript in 2012, and its presentaPon is unquesPonably celebratory. Morrison and Stahuljak at once gear their discussion towards a scholarly audience, unpacking a great deal of complicated historical and codicological informaPon, and also make the content accessible to a general audience. This is seen clearly in an appendix presenPng diagrams of the gatherings of the codex, which gives the construcPon of the Romance of Gillion de Trazegnies in a manner standard to manuscript studies alongside a descripPon of how to read the diagrams meant for non-scholarly readers.
While this approach has resulted in a relaPvely short volume, Morrison and Stahuljak have largely avoided the danger of compromising their research by clearly signposPng and explaining their more nuanced arguments regarding codicology, poliPcal influence, and cultural exchange.
Together Morrison and Stahuljak provide a refreshing take on the manuscript monograph. They celebrate the Romance of Gillion de Trazegnies as an object, reproducing Lieven van Latham's illuminaPons in stunning detail and presenPng the plot of the chivalric romance to effect. Moreover, they place the manuscript within the literary, arPsPc, and poliPcal context in which it was made by using a truly interdisciplinary approach. All too frequently, manuscript studies proclaim the intenPon of providing text-image analyses, but focus instead on the images with only cursory consideraPon of how those illuminaPons reflect the words they accompany. Yet the authors here approach these two elements together in order to study the manuscript not just as an arPsPc producPon, but as the result of the poliPcal and cultural climate in which it was made. Above all, this volume raises the possibiliPes of what we may discover about objects such as the Romance of Gillion de Trazegnies by applying cross-disciplinary approaches to their study.
